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Consider a system of three weakly coupled reaction diffusion equations 
of the form 
a,ul=a,,(pl(U,)-U,(a*-U2)-kU1U3 
atu2 = axx(P2(u2) + uI(a2 - u2) - u2”3 t>o, O<x<a (1) 
a,u3=axx(P3(U3)-U2U3-kU,U3 
subject to the boundary conditions 
u,(O, t) = El, u,(O, t) = 6, ax(P3(u3w, t) = 0 t>o (2) 
u,(a, t) =o, 242(0, t) = 0, u3(0, t) = a3 
and the initial condition 
u,(x, 0) = 0, u*(x, 0) = 0, #3(X, 0) = a3, o<x<o (3) 
All constants are positive and the functions (pi, i= 1, 2, 3, are smooth and 
strictly increasing [e.g., q,(r) = dirm where m > 1 and di > 01. This system is 
a typical example of the general type of equations studied in this paper. 
When the cp;s are linear, our hypotheses are similar to those in [ll]. 
The main methods are the abstract theory of nonlinear contraction 
semigroups, invariant set criteria for such semigroups, and the preservation 
of inequalities for solutions. The first section consists of the existence 
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results and the fundamental properties of solutions and the second section 
studies the behavior of the solution as t tends to cc and also as both t and 
CT tend to co. These results are based on the Crandall-Liggett theorem, 
basic representation results for solutions, and invariant set and order 
preserving criteria. In the last section we analyze the case of instantaneous 
(or fast) reaction between two of the components. Here basic 
approximation results for the nonlinear contraction semigroup are used 
(see Brezis and Pazy [2]) and these results correspond to letting k tend to 
cc in Eq. (1). 
As applied to system (l)-(3), Theorem 4 in Section 2 shows that (l)-(2) 
has a unique equilibrium solution (z,, z2, z3): that is, zi: [0, a] + R, 
i = 1, 2, 3, satisfies 
and 
rp,(z,)“-z,(aZ-z2)-kz1z2=0 
‘pz(Z2)” + z,(a2 - Z2) - Z2Z3 = 0 o<x<u (4) 
cp3(z3)” - z2z3 - kz,z, = 0 
z,(O) = aI, ~~(0) = a2, cp3(z3)‘(0) = 0 
z,(a) = 0, z2(u) = 0, z3(a) = a3. 
(5) 
Also, z1 and z2 are decreasing on [0, o] and z3 is increasing on [0, CT]. 
Furthermore. 
u,(x, 1) t z,(x), u,(x, t) t zz(x), and u3(4 t) 1 z3(x) 
as t-+co, uniformly for x E [O, a]. (6) 
In addition, Theorem 5 implies that 
UY(x, t) -+ a,, u;(x, t) --, a2, and ugx, t) --) 0 as t,cr-+c~, 
uniformly for x in each bounded interval, (7) 
where we have explicitly indicated the dependence of the solutions to 
(1 t(3) on cr. Finally, Theorem 6 in Section 3 shows that as k-t co, the 
solutions to (1) - (3) converge in an L’[O, a] sense to solutions of the 
moving boundary problem 
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~,%(-T t) = L(P1(4(x, t))- %(X, t)Ca2 - 4x, t)l 
t>o, O<x<y(t) 
~,%(X? t) = L(P2(~2(X, t)) + UIGG t)[a, - u,(x, ~)l-~,(X, t) &(X, t) 
t>o, O<x<a 
(8) 
~P3cG t) = ~.rA(%k t))- u,(x, t) %(X3 t) 
t>o, y(t)<x<a 
subject to the side conditions 
u,Mt), t) = %(Y(t), t) = 0 and 
~xcp,(u,Mt) -3 4) = -&VP3(%(Y(f) +, t)). 
(9) 
This type of result is similar to those of Evans in [6], but we use different 
techniques. 
1. ABSTRACT FORMULATION 
Let R”, m 4 2 an integer, be the set of all m-vectors r = (ti)y with real 
components and with 151 I = Cy! , (<J. Also, for each subset n of R” define 
4(t,n)=inf{l5- I q I : q E /i}. Assume further that rl and f2 are non- 
empty disjoint subsets of { 1, . . . . m} such that r, u T2 = { 1, . . . . m> and 
define the cone C on R” by 
C= {~E[W?&>O for i~r~ and 5,<0 for i~r~}. 
Write <3Cqe<-q~C or equivalently, 5>cnoriaqi for iefl and 
ri < vi for i E r2. Now suppose that u is a positive number and consider the 
nonlinear parabolic system 
atui=axxVi(ui)-gi(u) 
t>O, O<x<a, i= l,..., m, (1.1) 
where u = (ui)y : [0, a] x [0, co] + R” and is subject to the boundary and 
initial conditions 
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(a) u,(O, t)=qfor t>O, i~rt and8,cp,(u,(O, t))=O 
for t>O, ier2 
(b) u,(a,t)=Ofort>O,i~r,and~~(~,t)=cq 
for t>O, iEr, 
(c) ui(x,O)=~I(x)forO<x<o, i= 1, . . . . m. 
(1.2) 
It is assumed throughout that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(Cl) q,(r) is continuous for all r, q,(r) is C2 for all r #O, vi(O) =0 and 
q;(r) > 0 for r # 0 and i= 1, . . . . m. 
(C2) ai>O, O<xi(x)<ai for XE [0, a] and i= 1, . . . . m. Also, xi is 
nonincreasing for i E rt, and nondecreasing for i E r2. 
(C3) g = (g,)? is C2 from R” into R” and for each c = (ti)T and 
q = (vi)? in W” with 0 < ri, vi < tli for i = 1, . . . . m, the following hold: 
(gl) k E r, implies 8gk(<)/a<i d 0 for i E r, , i # k, and ag,J<)/@, 2 0 
for jer,. 
(g2) k E r2 implies 8g,(5:)/8<i > 0 for iE r, and ag,Jl)/ag, < 0 for 
jcr2, j#k. 
(g3) if kE(l,...,m} then -g,Jc)>O if &=O and -g,J<)<O if 
tk=ak. 
It is actually the case that (g5) follows from (gl), (g2), and (g4). For if 
k E rl we see from (g4) that 
ag,(t) agi(t) 
r+C-- :'z ati 
and if kET2 
agkw -- 
atk 
Using the sign conditions in (gl) an (g2) then shows that 
i#k 
for k = 1, . . . . m. 
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Thus the jacobian matrix of g is accretive for the norm I .(, (see Coppel 
[3, p. 413) and this implies that g is also accretive, and hence (g5) is true. 
In the example system (1) described in the introduction, g = (g,):, has 
the form 
and we see that (gl)-(g5) is satisfied with ri = { 1,2) and f2= (3). One 
should also note that with the change of variables ti = ti for i E r1 and 
ti = ai - gi for i E r,, conditions (gl k(g5) above are similar to conditions 
(fl)-(f4) in [ll, p. 5111. However, the nonlinear diffusion in our system 
renders this approach ineffective. 
The main part of this section is to show that under these assumptions 
Eqs. (1.1 ), (1.2) have solutions that can be analyzed with the theory of 
nonlinear semigroups. First, however, we introduce some of the basic 
definitions and notations. Let L’(0, cr) be the usual space of Lebesgue 
integrable functions on (0, a) and denote by L’(0, 0)“’ the space of all 
z = (zi)y: [O, a] + R” with zie L’(0, a) for each i and with norm delined 
by 
llzll 1 = jf Iz(x)ll dx= f j” Izi(x)l llx- 
i-1 O 
If w  E L’(0, a)“’ and Kc L’(0, a)m then define 
d,(w;K)=inf{Ilw-zll,:zoK}. 
The cone C in R” naturally induces in L’(0, a)“’ the cone 
C = {z E L’(0, fr)? z(x) E C for almost all x E [0, 01). 
Hence we have the partial order > , c on L’(0, 0)” defined by w  ac z o 
w  - z E C. Note in particular that 
w  >c z 0 w(x) ac z(x) a.e. 0 
wi(X) 2 zj(X) a.e. if iE r, 
wi(X) < zi(X) a.e. if iE Tz, 
By an operator in L’(0, 0)” we mean a subset A of L’(0, a)m x L’(0, 0)” 
considered as a (perhaps multivalued) function. We write D(A) = 
{z: (z, W)EA for some w}, AZ= {w: (z, w)EA} and R(A)= uzeD(AJA~. 
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Functions are identified with their graphs and I denotes the identity 
function. An operator A is said to be dissipative if 
llzl - z2 - h(w’ - w’)ll, 2 l/z1 -2/l 1 for all h > 0, (zl, wi), (z*, w*) EA. 
If the functionals [ ., .] * are defined on L’(0, 0)” x L’(0, 0)” by 
then an operator A is dissipative only in case 
[w1-w*,z’-z2]_ GO for all (z’, WI), (z*, w*) EA. 
Now assume that B is a dissipative operator and consider the abstract 
initial value problem 
u’(t) E Bu( t), t > 0, u(0) = z”, (1.3) 
where z’ED(B) is given. There are various notions for solutions to (1.3) 
that are needed. Suppose that b > 0 and U: [O, b] + L’(0, G)~ is continous 
with u(0) = z”. 
(a) u is a strong solution to (1.3) on [0, b] if u is Lipschitz 
continuous, differentiable almost everywhere, and u’(l) E Bu( t) for almost 
all TV [0, b]. 
(b) u is an integral solution to (1.3) on [O, b] if 
lb(t)--II:- l14s)-41~~2jr Cw U(T)--1, dz s 
for all (z, w) E B and O<s<t<b. 
Any strong solution is an integral solution but not conversely. 
We also need an additional concept of the solution to (1.3) developed by 
Kobayashi in [S]. A continuous function U: [0, b] + L’(0, CT)~ is called a 
DS-limit solution to (1.3) on [O, b] if there is a sequence of left-continuous, 
step functions u”: [O, b] + L’(0, a)“’ (n = 1, 2, . ..) such that 
u(t) = lim u”(t) uniformly on [0, b] 
n-cc 
and each of the following properties are satisfied: there is a partition 
{ t:}yz o of [O, b] for each n such that 
(i) lim, _ ~ u”(0) = z”; 
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(ii) lim, _ m max{ It:-- t;- iI: i= 1, . . . . N,} =O; 
(iii) for each n there is an E: E L’(0, 0)” (i = 1, . . . . N,) such that 
u”(tl) - u”(G- 1) _ E” E BU”(tn) 
ty- ty-, ’ ’ 
for i = 1, . . . . N,; and 
(iv) lim n+221 Ml, (t:-tr-,)=O. 
It is shown in [S, Theorem 3.21 that any DS-limit solution to (1.3) is the 
integral solution to (1.3). 
If D is a closed subset of L’(0, 0)” and U= {U(t): t > 0} is a family of 
mappings from D into D, then U is said to be C, semigroup of contractions 
on D if 
(a) U(O)z=z and U(t+s)z= U(t) U(s)z for all .zED, t,s>O 
(b) t + U(t) z is continuous on [0, KI) for each z ED; 
(c) IIU(t)z-U(t)wlll<llz-wlj, for all t>O,z,wED. 
The fundamental abstract existence result needed here is given by the 
following: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that B is a dissipative operator on L’(0, a)m such 
that 
l~mj:f~d,(z;R(Z-hB))=O for allzED(B). (1.4) 
Then (1.3) has a unique DS-limit solution u( .; z”) on [0, b] for all z” E D(B) 
and b > 0, and if U(t) z” 5 u(t; z”) for t 2 0 and z” E D(B), then 
u= {U(t): GO} is a Co semigroup of contractions on D(B). Moreover, if 
R(Z- hB)x D(B) for O< h <ho for some h,>O, then (I- hB)-’ is a - - 
nonexpansive function from D(B) into D(B) and 
foraZlz’ED(B), tb0. (1.5) 
The first part of Theorem 1 is due to Kobayashi [S] and assertion (1.5) 
is known as the Crandall-Liggett theorem and is established in [S]. The 
aim now is to apply Theorem 1 to the study of the existence and behavior 
of solutions to (l.l)-(1.2). For each in [l, . . . . m] let Cpi be as in (Cl) and 
define the subsets D(cp,) of L’(0, a) by 
D(cp,) = {YE L’(0, a): q,(y), q,(y) are abs. cont., q,(y)” E L’(0, o)}. 
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Now define the operators Ai, i= 1, . . . . m, on L’(0, a) by 
AiY = CPAY)” for all y E D(Ai) where 
D(Ai)= {YED(~i):Y(o)=ai3 YCaJco} if icr, and 
D(Ai)= {YED(Vi): cPi(Y)‘(0)=“~Y(O)=@j) if ier,. 
We have the following properties for the operators Ai: 
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LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that i E { 1, . . . . m} and A i is defined by (1.6). Then 
(i) Ily,-~,-hhCAi~,-Ai~,lll,~ IIY~-YzIII for all h>O and 
~17 ~2 E D(Ai); 
(ii) R(Z-hA,)=L’(O, o)for UN h>O; 
K, (ij) azKj = {y E L’(0, a):0 < y(x) < ai ae.}, then (I - hAi)-‘: 
I+ r; 
(iv) [(Z- hAi)-’ y,](x) 2 [(Z- hAi)-’ y,](x) a.e. on [0, a] when- 
euer yl(x) 2y2(x) ae. on [0, a]. 
Proof indication. The fact that (i) holds [i.e., Ai is dissipative on 
L’(0, a)] follows as in Crandall [4, Example 21. Part (ii) also follows as in 
[4] and parts (iii) and (iv) follow from the maximum principle. 
Now define the operator A on L’(0, 0)” by 
AZ = (Aizi)y for all z = (zi)y E D(A) where 
D(A)={~=(~,)~EL’(~,~)‘?~~ED(A~) for i= 1, . . . . m>. 
(1.7) 
The results in Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1 immediately imply that the 
following is valid: 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that A is defined by (1.7). Then A is dissipative 
on L’(0, 0)“’ and R(Z- hA) = L’(0, a)m for each h >O. Therefore, since 
D(A) = L’(0, b)m, 
( > 
--n 
U,(t)z=lim Z-fA z, t>o, ZEL’(o,o)m, (1.8) n-m 
exists and U, is a C,, semigroup of contractions on L’(0, a)“‘. Furthermore, 
(i) z>wimpIies(Z-hA)-‘z>,(Z-hA)-‘wforallh>O;and 
(ii) if K= (ze L’(0, a)m: 0 <zi(x) < ai a.e. on [O, a] for each 
i=l,...,m), then (I-hA)-‘:K+Kforeach h>O. 
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In particular, 
(iii) U,(t)z>,.U,(t)w whenever taOandza.wand 
(iv) U,(t): K+ Kfor all t>O. 
Throughout this work we let K be as in (ii) of the preceding proposition: 
K- (z E L’(0, (T)‘? 0 < zi(x) 6 cq a.e. on [0, o] 
for each i = 1, . . . . m}. 
Let g = (g,)y be as in (C3) and define the map G by 
CGzl(x) = (gi(z(x))‘Y for ZEK and x E [O, a]. (1.9) 
Since g is C2 it is easy to see that G is (Lipschitz) continuous on K. 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that g = (g,)? satisfies (gl) - (g5) in (C3) and G is 
defined on K by (1.9). Then 
(i) ~~~~-z*+h[Gz~-Gz~]~~~~~~z~-z~~~, for all h>O and 
zl, z= E K; 
(ii) lim, _ 0+ (l/h) d,(z - hGz; K) = 0 for all z E K; and 
(iii) lim,,,(l/h)d,(z-w-h[Gz-Gw];C)=O for all z, WEK with 
z>,.w. 
(iv) R(Z+ hG) I Kfor each h > 0, and hence (I+ hG)-‘: K-r Kfor all 
h > 0. 
Proof indication. Part (i) is immediate from (g5) and part (ii) follows 
from (g3) (see [IS, Proposition 53). To establish (iii) it sufices to show that 
for all 5, r] E n;= I [0, cli] with 5 bc q. This follows from (gl) and (g2). 
Since -G is continuous and dissipative, the subtangential property (ii) 
along with the convexity of K implies that (iv) holds (see [lo, 
Proposition 6.3, p. 2523). 
Let G be as in (1.9) and consider the initial value problem 
u’(t) = -Gu(t), t > 0, u(0) = z” E K. (1.10) 
Combining Lemma 1.2 with Theorem 1 gives the following existence result 
for solutions to (1.10): 
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PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that g= (g,)? satisfies (gl)- (g5) in (C3) and 
that G is defined on K by (1.9). Then 
t 2 0, ZE K, (1.11) 
exists and To = ( To(t): t 3 0) is a C, semigroup of contractions on K. Also, 
for each z” E K, u(t) = T,(t) z” is the (strong) solution to (1.10) on [0, b] for 
each b > 0. Furthermore, each of the following is valid: 
(i) ifz,w~K with zacw, then (Z+hG)-‘z>.(Z+hG)-‘w and 
T,(t)za, To(t) wfor all h>O and t>O; 
(ii) ifM=sup{ IIGzll ,:zEK} then M<co and ITo(t)z-z[<tMfor 
all ta0, ZEK; and 
(iii) if IIGz - Gwlll 6 L llz - wII1 for all z, w E K, then 
IIGz+h-‘[T,(h)z-z]II l<ahLMfor all h>O undzEK. 
Proof indication. The fact that (1.11) holds is immediate from parts (i) 
and (iv) in Lemma 1.2 and since G is continuous, it follows that the trajec- 
tory t + To(t) z” is the (classical) solution to (1.10). Part (ii) and (iii) of 
Lemma 1.2 imply that (Z+hG)-’ zac (I+ hG)-’ w if z>, w  (see the 
techniques in [ 10, Proposition 1.3, p. 3901). Since g is C2 and I-I:= I [0, cri] 
is bounded, it is clear that A4 and L exist and are finite. If u(t) = To(t) z for 
t > 0, then u is a classical solution to (1.10) with z” = z, and we see that 
II~~~~~~--ll~=II~~f~--U(~~Il,= <tM 
1 
since u(s) E K for all s b 0. Similarly, using (ii), 
IIGz+h~‘[To(h)z-z]ll,= llGz+h-‘[v(h)-u(O)]lI, 
1 
dh-’ 
I h L lb - 4s)ll1 ds 0 
<h-‘L sM ds = hLM/2 
and we see that (iii) is true. 
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We can now establish our main result on the existence of “generalized” 
solution to (l.l)-( 1.2). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that A is defined by (1.7), G is defined by (1.9), 
and define the operator B by 
Bz=Az-Gz forallzED(B)-D(A)nK. 
Then B is dissipative, R(Z- hB) 3 K for all h > 0, and 
(1.12) 
t 2 0, ZE K, (1.13) 
exists and S is a Co semigroup of contractions on K such that 
S(t)z>.S(t)w whenever Z,WEK with z>,w and t>O. 
z E K then u(t) = S(t) z for t > 0 is the integral solution to 
u’(t) = Au(t) - Gu( t), t>o, u(O)=z. 
In addition, the semigroup S has the representation 
In particular, if 
S(t) z = lim n-rao [(I-;A)-1 To($, * ta0, ZEK, 
where To is the semigroup defined by (1.11). 
For the proof of Theorem 2 we first establish a lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose that z E D(A) n K. Then 
u(t) = lim n-  [(I-;A)-’ TG($ 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
exists for each t 30 and the function u is a DS-limit solution to (1.14) on 
[0, b] for each b > 0. 
Proof Suppose that t > 0 and n is a positive integer. Define z” = z and, 
inductively, define 
zi=(Z-iA)-lTo(-t-)zi-l for i=l,...,n. 
Note that zi is well defined and zi E D(A) n K for each i. For notational 
convenience set A= t/n and Ji, = (Z- ,?.A) -’ and define 
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t;; = 0 and t; = ty- , + 1 
urn(s)=2 for sE(t;-,, t;] and 
E~=~-*(zi-zi-*)--zi+Gzi 
for i = 1, . . . . n. (The dependence of zi and 1 on n is suppressed.) We want to 
show that 
as n + co. [See (iv) in the definition of the L&limit solution.] Since JA and 
T,(A) are contractions, 
By (ii) of Proposition 2 and the contractiveness of JA, 
J(zi-zi--~~, d (Iz’ -zOJI, 
G II J, Tc,-(A) z” - Jg’ll , + II Jlz” - z’ll , 
G II TG(~) z” - zoo 1+ 1 WOll 1 
6 I(M+ llAzOll 1). 
(The fact that llJAzo- z”JI I ~1 &4z”ll 1 is shown in [l], for example). 
Noting further that 
lleyll, = [IA-‘(z’-z’-‘)-Az’+Gz’II, 
=~13,-1[(Z-1A)zi-(zi-1-~Gzi-1)]-[Gzi-1-Gzi]IIl 
< IIn-‘[(Z-U) JA T&)z’-‘-(I-AG)z’-‘]I[,+ IIGzi-‘-Gzilll 
we see from (iii) of Proposition 2 that 
ll~;ll<A-’ I(T&)z’-‘-z’-‘+lGz’-‘Il,+L llzi-ziplII1 
d ILM+ IL(M+ IIAzOl(.) 
Thus, since A = t/n, 
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as n--f co. It now follows from Theorem 2.1 in [S] that U”(S) + U(S) 
uniformly on [0,6] and that u is the DS-limit solution to (1.14). Since 
we see that (1.16) holds for all ZE D(A) n K, and since 
(I- (t/n) A))’ T,(t/n) is a contraction it follows that (1.16) holds for all 
zED(A)nK=K. 
Proof of Theorem 2. It follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 1.3 that 
A - G “generates” a Co contractions semgroup S such that (1.15) is valid 
and the trajectories of S are integral solutions to (1.14). Also, by (i) of 
Proposition 1 and (i) of Proposition 2 we see from (1.15) that 
S(t) z >c S(t) w  whenever z ac w. To complete the proof of Theorem 2 it 
suffices to show that R(I- hB) 1 K, since it is clear that B is dissipative. 
For note that if S(t) z is defined by (1.13), then S( - ) z is a DS-limit 
solution to (1.14) by Theorem 1. Thus the uniqueness of DS-limit solutions 
(see [8, Theorem 2.1, (iii)]) shows that S is well defined by (1.13) and 
(1.15). For each I>0 define Jl=(Z-IA)-’ and A,=(JL-Z)/l. Since A is 
single valued note that A,z = AJ,z for all z E L’(0, r~)~ and I > 0 (see, e.g., 
Barbu [ 1, p. 731) and noting that Ji: K --* K [(ii) of Proposition 11, it 
follows that 
/?t+ h 
Ld,(z+hA,z; K)=O for all z E K, A > 0, 
since K is convex. By (ii) of Lemma 1.2 and [ 10, Proposition 6.1, p. 246; 
Proposition 6.3, p. 2521 it follows that R(Z- h[A”, - G]) 1 K for each h > 0 
and A > 0, where A”, is the restriction of Al to K. Therefore, fixing h > 0 and 
w  E K, there is a Z~ E K such that 
zA - h[Alz, - Gz,] = w  for each I > 0. (1.17) 
Since G is bounded on K, there is a P [ = P(h, k)] such that llAizlll < P for 
all I > 0, and hence 11 AJAz,l( 1 < P for all 1> 0. From the definition of A 
[see (1.6) and (1.7)], if Jizl = (w:);1 then 
f 
o (cpiw;)“l dx< P for all A > 0, i = 1, . . . . m, 
0 
and it follows that I~,(w:)‘(x)l 6 crP for all ;1> 0, x E [0, 01, and i = 1, . . . . m. 
Hence JAzl lies in a compact subset of L’(0, a)“‘. Since 
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we see that there is a z E K and a sequence A, + 0 + such that Jlnzl, + z 
and zl. + z. From (1.17) and the continuity of G we conclude that 
z-h[y-Gz] =w and y = lim AlnzAn. 
n-boo 
However, R(Z- hA) = L’(0, 0)” implies that A is closed [l, Propo- 
sition 3.4, p. 751) and so 
J~,z,n + z and AJ,“zy+y=-ZED(A) and Az=y. 
Thus z E D(A) n K and z - h[Az - Gz] = W. Since this is true for each h > 0 
and w  E K, the assertions of Theorem 2 are seen to be true. 
There is another interesting subset of L’(0, 0)“’ that also is invariant for 
the semigroup S defined in Theorem 2. Define 
K- = {z = (zi)T E K: zi is nonincreasing on (0,~) for i E r, 
and zi is nondecreasing on (0, a) for i E r, > (1.18) 
and observe that K- is a closed, bounded convex subset of L’(0, a)“‘. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that B and S = {S(t): t > 0) are as in Theorem 2 
and that K- is as above. Then 
(I-hB)-‘: K_ -+ Kp forallh>O (1.19) 
and 
S(t): K- + K_ for all t > 0. (1.20) 
Proof If i E Z1 and Aj is as in (1.6), then [7, Lemma 1 ] shows that 
(I- hAi)-’ zi is nonincreasing whenever zi is nonincreasing on [0, a]. It 
follows in a similar manner that [Z- hA,] -’ zi is nondecreasing whenever 
i E Z’, and zi is nondecreasing. Therefore, it follows that 
(I- hA)-‘: K_ + K- for each h > 0. (1.21) 
The fact that (1.19) [and hence (1.20) by (1.13) in Theorem21 holds will 
follow from the techniques in showing the invariance of K in the proof 
of Theorem 2, once it is shown that (I+ hG)-‘: K- + K-. However, 
w=(Z+hG)-‘z only if 
w(x) = (I+ hg)-‘(z(x)) for all x E [O, a] (1.22) 
and the quasimonotone property of -g relative to the cone C [see (gl) 
and (g2)] implies that (I+ hg)-’ 5: ac (I+ hg)-’ q whenever c ac q. This 
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shows that if z(x)>~z(Y) in (1.22) then w(x)>, w(y) and hence that 
w  E K_ whenever z E K-. Therefore, (I+ hG)-‘: K- + K- and the asser- 
tion of Theorem 3 are seen to be true. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
In this section we investigate the behavior of solutions to (l.l)-( 1.2) as t 
tends to + 00 and as both t and IJ tend to + co. If S = {S(t): t > 0} is as in 
Theorem 2, then a member z* of K is said to be an equilibrium point for S 
if S(t) z* = z* for all t > 0. We have the following basic result: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that A is defined by (1.7), G by (1.9), and S by 
(1.13). Then S has a unique equilibrium solution z* E K and 
I’ijz L-S(t) zl(x) = z*(x) f or each z E K, uniformly for x E [0, 01. (2.1) 
Furthermore, z* E K- n D(A) and 
AZ* - Gz* = 6. (2.2) 
Also, if z’ = (z$);1 are the members of K- &fined by 
z;(x) = 0, z,?(x) = a, for iErl, xECQQ1 
and 
z;(x) =ai, z+(x)=0 for iEr,, x~[O,o] 
then 
S(s)z- <cS(t)z- <cZ*&S(t)z+ Gcs(s)z+ for tass0. (2.3) 
Proof: Note lirst that K={z~L’(0,a)“:z-<.z<,z+} and since 
S(t): K+ K and S(t) preserves 2 C, we have 
z- &S(h)z- &S(h)z+ GcS(h)z+ for all h > 0 
and hence if t >/ s, 
S(t) z- =S(s)S(t-s)z->.S(s)z- 
and 
S(t) z+ =S(s)S(t-s)z+ +S(s)z+. 
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It follows by monotone convergence that 
w* = lim S(t) zf exists in L’(0, 0)” 
,+a, 
and w- <C w+. Also, W* E K- since z* E K- and K- is invariant for S 
(see Theorem 3). By continuity and the semigroup property, 
S(t) w+ = lim S(t) S(s) wf = lim S(~+S) wf = w* 
s-00 S’oo 
and it follows that w- and W+ are equilibria for S. Since z- <C z <C z+ for 
all z E K, 
S(t) z- <rJ S(t) z <c S(t) z+ for all t 2 0 
and each of the assertions of this theorem will follow once it is shown that 
w-=w + = z* and that z* E D(A) with AZ* - Gz* = 0 [since members of 
D(A) are continuous, the uniform convergence in (2.1) follows from Dini’s 
theorem]. First we show that any equilibrium solution z* to S is in D(A) 
and AZ* - Gz* = 8. Since u(t) ES(~) z* =z* is an integral solution to 
(1.14) 
Ilu(t)-zll:- II r*-zll:,<2Jbr [w u(T)--]+ d? 
for all t 2 0 and (z, w) E A - G. Thus, 
o< ‘cw,z*-z]+ d7=2t[w,z*-z]+ 
s 0 
and it follows ‘that 
[w, z*-z]+ >o for all zeD(A)nK, w=Az-Gz. 
Since R(I-- (A -G))z K there is a zeD(A)n K such that 
z - (AZ - Gz) = z* and for this z it follows that 
[(AZ - Gz), - (AZ - Gz)] + 2 0; 
setting w* = AZ - Gz we see from the definition that 
cw*, 
1 
-w*]+ =- lim 
2 h-+0+ 
~1 lim 
2 h-O+ 
II-Ww*+hw*I+II-w*I12 1 
h 
y2-l Ilw*ll;= -Ilw*ll;. 
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Thus - (lw* I] f > 0 and it follows that AZ - Gz = t? Since z - (AZ - Gz) = z* 
we see that z* = z E D(A) and AZ* - Gz* = 8. Therefore, w* E D(A) and 
Aw’ - Gw* = 8. In particular, 
cpi(w:)“(x)=gi(w’(x)) for x E [0, a] and i = 1, . . . . m. (2.4) 
Define p on [0, a] by 
Ax)= 1 C~~~w~~x~~~cPi~w~~~x~~l~ 1 C i~w~~x~~~cPi~w~~~x~~l~ 
ier, rcr2 
Since cpi is increasing, w+(x)>w,:(x) for iEr, and w,?(x)<w;(x) for 
ic r2, the boundary conditions in the definition of Ai show that 
P(O) 2 0, P’(O) 2 0, and p(a) = 0. 
By assumption (g4) and (2.4) we see that p”(x) = 0 on [0, a] and it 
is immediate that p(x) r0 on [0, 01. Thus w+ = w- and the proof is 
complete. 
It is also of interest to determine the behavior of solutions to (l.l)-( 1.2) 
when both e ant t become large, and so we explicitly indicate the depen- 
dence of our operators on (r. Therefore, A = A”, G = G”, and S = S”. Also, if 
z: [O, a*) -b R” where O<o, < co and O<o, <a2, then z0 (or, when 
needed for clarity, z 1 cO,O,, is the restriction of z to [0, aI]. In addition to 
(gl)-(g5) we also assume that g = (gi);l satisfies 
(g6) if ief, then gi(<)>O whenever ti>O, O<<j<ajforjE& and 
Oc<j<aj forjEri. 
A typical example of such a g is when m = 2n, rl = { 1, . . . . n}, 
r, = {n + 1, . . . . 2n}, and gi(5)=5ir,+i for iEr, and g,(O=g,-i(<) for 
ie r2. Our main result on asymptotic behavior is the following: 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that (Cl)-(C3) and (g6) are satisfied and let 
c=([i);t~Rm be defined by Ci= .f a, or iEr, and ci=O for iEr2. Then for 
each p > 0 
lim [F(t) zb](x) = c 
0’00 
,-CC 
(2.5) 
and this limit is uniform for x E [0, p] and all measurable functions 
z = (z,)l;: [0, 00) + UP” such that 0 < zi(x) < ai for i= 1, . . . . m and x > 0. 
For the proof of this theorem we establish two preliminary lemmas, each 
of which is under the suppositions of the theorem. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that O-co, <a, and that z’ E L’(0, Gi)“’ and 
z2 E L’(0, g2)m with z’ < z2 1 Co,a,3. Then 
(Z-~A”‘)-‘Z’&.(Z-~A”~)-~Z~ IcO,c,, for all h > 0. (2.6) 
Proof Let A” = (A;)? for each (T > 0 and suppose, for contradiction, 
that (2.6) is not valid. Set yi- (I- hAF)-’ z: and wi= (I- hA;*)-’ z: and 
note that there is an x,, E [0, at] such that y,(x,) > wi(x,,) for some in Z, or 
yi(x,) < wi(xO) for some in Z,. For definiteness assume that y,(xJ > wi(xO) 
for some i E ZI. By continuity, along with the fact that y,(O) = ~~(0) = ai 
and yi(c1)=O<w;(ar), there are x1,x2~[0,(rl] such that x1<x,,<x2, 
yi(Xr ) = wi(Xr ), yi(x2) = Wi(X,), and Y,(X) > We for all x E (~1, ~2). Since 
Yi(X) -h~i(.Y,)“(x) = Z!(X) 
wj(x) - hpi(wi)“(x) = z:(x) 2 z;(x) 
it follows that 
0 < Ix’ (Yi(X) - W;(X)) dx < h Ix2 [qi(yi)“(X) - Cpi(Wi)“(X)] dx 
.x1 x1 
= h[Vi(Yi)‘(x2) - ~i(wi)‘(X2)1 -hCPi(yi)‘(x,) - ~i(wi)‘(x,)l. (2.7) 
But Cpi(yi(X)) - Cpi(Wi(X)) >O for all XE [x,, x2] with equality holding at 
x = x, and x = x2, and hence 
and 
This contradicts (2.7) so we see that y,(x) < wi(x) for all XE [0, aI] and 
in Zr. A similar type argument shows that y,(x) 2 wi(x) for all XE [0, or] 
and in Z2 and completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that 0 c 0, < c2 and that z’ E Kc1 and z2 E Kg2 with 
z1 <c z2 I Co,a,l. Then 
for all t 2 0. 
P(t) z1 <c So2(t) z2 I [&a,, (2.8) 
ProoJ: Let T; = {T;(t): t > 0} be the semigroup on Ku generated by 
- G = -G” (see Proposition 2) and define 
zP(x, t) - [T;(t) zb](x) 
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for a=ar, a2, t > 0, and x E [0, a], where z oI = z1 and zbz = z2. Then u” is 
the solution to the family of ordinary differential equations 
-$ ex, t) = -g(u”(x, t)), t BO, uqx, 0) = zU(x) 
and it follows that for each x E [0, a], [T”(t) zb](x) depends only on zb(x) 
and t. Then, since T”(t) preserves the order > C (see (i) of Proposition 2) 
and since z* 1 co,O, = > zl, it follows that 
[Tyt) z’](x) <c [T”*(t) z*](x) forall t<O, O<x<a,. 
Therefore, if t > 0 and n is a positive integer, 
F(t) z1 <c TU2(t) z2 I [Q,, 
and it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
Applying the same argument with zr and z2 replaced by 
(I- (t/n) Au’)-1 T”‘(t/n) z’ and (I- (t/n) Au2)- ’ Tu2( t/n) z2, respectively, 
shows that 
and continuing in this manner we obtain 
Letting n + cc and using (1.15) in Theorem 2 establishes this lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 5. For each a > 0 let w” = (wp) be the unique 
equilibrium for S” (see Theorem 4). Then 
(a) -$ cp,(w;(x)) =8i(wb(x))y O<x<a, i=l,..., m, 
(b) w;(O) = cli, w:(a) = 0, ier,, (2.9) 
(c) cp,(W(O) = 0, w;(a) = ai, iEr2, 
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Defining 
PO(X) = c cpiwXx))- 1 cp,(Wx)) for O<x<o, a>O, 
iEr1 ier2 
and using (2.9a) and (g4) shows that pi(x) E 0 on [0, a], and hence there 
are constants a” and b” such that 
1 Cpi(Wy(X))- 1 ~i(wp(x))Edx+b” on [O,O]. 
ier, isrz 
Then w0 E K”_ implies pi(x) = a” < 0 and since b” =p,(O) < Cier, ai and 
p,(o) = - Ci,r, ai, we see that 
a*= PAa)-P~(o)2 - Cicr2~i-Cisrl ai 
u CT 
Hence 0 > a” 2 - Q - ’ Cy! I cli and it follows that 
lim p;(x) = lim au= 0. 
o-+m ~-00 o<x<o 
Since x -+ Cpi(Wy(x)) is decreasing on [0, o] for in r, and increasing on 
[0, CT] for iEr,, 
o~-&(w:(x))az” if xE [O, a], iEf,, 
and 
0 <$ Cpi(Wp(X)) < -U” if x[O, a], iEr,. 
Therefore, for each 6 > 0 there is an N(6) such that 
for all 0 2 N( 6) and XE [O, a]. (2.10) 
Now let p > 0 be given. From (2.10) we see immediately that 
lim, + m cp,(w;(x)) = yi uniformly for x E [0, p], and hence if cp,.(/?J = yi then 
lim w;(x) = /Ii for i= 1, . . . . m, uniformly for x E [0, p]. (2.11) 
o-m 
Since w;(O) = ai for ie rl we have that pi = ai for all iE rl. We claim 
further that pi = 0 for i E r,. For if Di > 0 for some iG r,, then gJ/?) > 0 
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by (g6) and it follows from (2.11) and the continuity of gi that there are 
numbers A4 > 0 and E > 0 such that 
g,(w”(x)) 2 E > 0 for all xE [0, p] 
However, (2.9a) and (2.9~) then imply 
and 0>M. 
d 
z cPAwP(x)) = s x gi(W”(Y)) 4 2 Xc 
for all CJ < M, x E [0, p] 
0 
which is impossible by (2.10). Then pi=0 for iE I’* and we see from the 
definition of c that 
lim w”(x) = c uniformly for x E [0, p]. (2.12) 
o+m 
Define .? = (ii)l; : [0, co) -+ II?” by Z,(x) ~0 for itz r, and Z,(x) z cli for 
i E &. If z”” is the restriction of z” to [0, 01, then Z” <C .z” for all z” E K” and 
since 
for t 2 0, a > 0, and z0 E K” (where c” denotes the constant function equal c 
on [0, a]), the assertions of Theorems 5 will follow once it is shown that 
Y(t) z’” + [ uniformly on [0, p] as t, a + co. So let E > 0 and by (2.12) 
select a0 > p such that Iwuo(x) - (,I < s/2 for all x E [0, p]. Now select P > 0 
such that 
I [SUO(t) Y”](x) - wUO(x)l, <E/2 for t>P 
by (2.1) in Theorem 4. Then, since z”(x) < [ whenever z” E K” and 
x E [0, a], it follows from (2.8) in Lemma 2.2 that if a > a0 and t > P, 
I [So(t) ~“l(x) - ill G I CSU0(t) ~““l(x) - iI1 
G 1 [Y(t) Z”O](x) - woo(x)1 1+ IwUO(x) - (11 
G:E 
and the proof of this theorem is complete. 
3. INSTANTANEOUS REACTIONS 
In this section we study the limiting behavior of the solutions as the 
interaction between two of the reactants becomes instantaneous. For 
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definiteness it is assumed that 1 E Z, , m E Z,, and that the reaction between 
ui and U, becomes “rapid.” In addition to (gl )-(g5) it is also assumed that 
w  g1u-k <z, ...> LA =&n(51, . ..Y c,+i,O)=O whenever O<ti<cq for 
i = 1, . . . . m 
(compare with (g2) in [ll, p. 5251). Now for each positive number k 
deline the operator Bk = (Bf)y on L’(0, a)“’ by 
B+=cp,(zJ’-g,(z)-kz,z, 
B;z = pi(zi)” -g,(z) i = 2, . . . . m - 1 
B;z = (PJz,)” -g,(z) - kz,z, 
for all z = (zi)y E D(Bk) = D(A) n K. 
(3.1) 
It is easy to check that Bk satisfies each of the suppositions of B in 
Theorem 2 and hence that 
Bk is dissipative, R(Z- hBk) I> K for each h > 0, 
and Sk(l)z= lim 
n-m 
z exists for t > 0, z E K. (3.2) 
Each Sk is a (C,) semigroup of contractions such that Sk(t) z ac Sk(t) w  
whenever z ac w. Also, by Theorem 3, 
(I- hBk)-‘: K_ + K- and Sk(t): K- + K- for k, h, t > 0. (3.3) 
Recall that KP is the set of all “C-decreasing” members of K [see (1.18)]. 
We investigate the behavior of Sk(t) z and the resolvent (I- hBk)-’ z as 
k-co. 
The first result is a lemma which gives estimates on the resolvents that 
are independent of k. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that ZEK- and O<h<l. Also, let 
wk = (wf);l = (I- hBk)-’ z fat all k > 0. Then there exist constants M,, M,, 
M,, and M, (independent of k > 0 h E (0, 1 ] and z E K- ) such that 
(i) h Iqi(Wf)‘(X)l GM, for k>O, hE(0, 11, XE [0, a], i= 1, ..,, m; 
(ii) hj,“w:(x)w&(x)dx<M,/kfor k>O, hE(0, I]; 
(iii) h IC~l~~~~-~cp,(~~)l”(x)l <M,for k>O, hE(O, 11, XE [O, a]; 
(iv) h Ipi(W”)“(X)l GM4 for k>O, hE(0, 11, XE [O,a], i=2 ,..., 
m- 1. 
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Furthermore, 
w:-wk,-h(C~,(w:)-(Pm(w1)1”- Cg,b+gg,(w’71} =zl--z, 
on [0, o] for allk>O and he (0, 11. (3.4) 
Proof. Since ZE K- we know that wk exists and is in K- by Theorem 3. 
Also, wk = (wf)T satisfies 
(a) w’;-h[cp,(wl;)“-gl(wk)-kwfwk,]=zl 
(b) wf - h[q,(w;)” -gi(wk)] = zi i = 2, . . . . m - 1 
(c) w”,-- h[q,(wk,)” -g,(wk) - kwkwk] = z, 
(3.5) 
and the boundary conditions 
w;(o) = ai, w;(a) = 0 for iErl and 
cpi(w:)‘(o) = 0, w:(a) = ai for iEr2. 
(3.6) 
Equation (3.4) immediately follows by subtracting each side of (3.5~) from 
(3.5a). Furthermore if 
y”(x) = 1 w;(x)- 1 
i isrl icT2 
wf(x)}- { C zi(x)- C zi(X)} 
isI- ieT2 
then there is a constant M0 (independent of k, h, x E [0, o] and z E K-) 
such that 1 yk(x)I < M,, for all k > 0, x E [0, 01. In addition, using (3.5) and 
property Wh 
and hence, by integration, 
Since 
1 rp,(wt)(~)-~~~~i(lvr,(~)= - C Vitai) 
isFl isr* 
is independent of k by the boundary conditions in (3.6), it follows easily 
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(by a second integration) that Ic$ can be bounded independent of k > 0 
and h E (0, 11. Thus, a constant M, exists such that 
h 1 qj(Wf)‘(X)- 1 vi(@)‘(x) G I$1 +I: Iyk(r)l dr,<M*. 
isrz ier* 
Since wk E K- , cp,(wf)‘(x) < 0 for ie r, and cp,(wf)‘(x) >O for iE r, and we 
see that (i) is true. Assertion (iii) follows immediately from (3.4) and asser- 
tion (iv) from (3Sb). Finally, integrating each side of (3.52) over [O, a] we 
obtain 
hk[’ 
0 
w:w;dx= ;[z,-w:+hg,(w’)]dx+hpr,(w:)‘(u) 
I 
and assertion (ii) follows from (i) and the uniform boundedness of z,, wi, 
and g,(wk) on [O, 01. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
It follows from (i) of Lemma 3.1 that {wk}k,O lies in a Compact subset 
of K and our next lemma describes the limit points of { wk}ksO as k -+ 00. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that z E K- 0 c h < 1, and wk is as in Lemma 3.1 
for each k>O. Then {wk}k,o lies in a compact subset of K- and if w is any 
limit point of {wk}k,O as k+ co, say 
lim 1) wk. - wJI 1 = 0 where k,-rco as n-roe, 
n-m 
then wkm(x) + w(x) unzyormiy for XE [O, a]. If w = (wi)T then 
wi E S(AJ and wi-h[q,(w,)“-g,(w)] =zi for i=2, . . . . m- 1. 
(3.7) 
Furthermore, x + Cvl(wl(x)) - cp,(w&))1 and x -+ Cvl(wl(x))- 
cp,(w,(x))]’ are absolutely continuous on [O, a] and 
w,-w,-h(C~,(wl)-cp,(w,)l”-[Cgl(w)-g,(w)l}=z,-z,. (3.8) 
In addition w, is nonincreasing, w, is nondecreasing, and there is a 1 E (0, o) 
such that 
w1(O)=q, W,(~) = % 9 and WI(l) = w,(l) = 0. (3.9) 
Proof: Since (w~}~,~ is uniformly bounded on [O, o] and since (i) in 
Lemma 3.1 implies {wkjk,O is equicontinuous on [0, a], we see that the 
limit point set of { wk}k,O in L’[O, IJ]” is nonempty as k -+ co, and if 
wkn+ w  in L’[O, a]” then wk. + w  uniformly on [0, a] as n + co. It is 
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immediate from (3Sb) that (3.7) is valid and it follows easily from (3.4) 
that (3.8) is valid. Clearly w,(O) = a,, w,(a) = am, w1 is nonincreasing and 
w, is nondecreasing. Thus, by (ii) of Lemma 3.1, 
i 
u wl(x) w,(x) dx = 0 
0 
and so w,(x) w,(x) =0 for all XE [0, a]. This shows that there is some 
IZE (0, a) such that wr(A)= w,(A)=0 and completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
The procedure now is to describe the operator that is the “limit” of the 
Bk as k-co. To accomplish this, define the function @ from R into IR by 
(3.10) 
and observe that $5 satisfies each of the conditions of ‘pi in (Cl). Thus 
define the operator A Im on L’(0, a) by 
A Im Y = 4(Y)” for all y E D(A I,,,) where 
D(A,,,)= {y~L’(O,a):y(O)=a,,y(a)= -a,, @(y)and (3.11) 
@( y )’ are abs. cont., and q(y)” E L’(0, cr)}. 
Following the ideas in the proof of Lemma 1.1 shows that the following is 
true: 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that A,,,, is defined by (3.11). Then A,, is 
dissipative on L’(0, a), R(Z-hA,,) =L’(O, o) for each h>O, 
(I-hAI,)-‘y,>(Z-hAI,)-‘y, wheneoery,>yy,, andif 
K1,= {y~Ll(O,o): -cr,<y(x)<c~,a.e.}, 
then (I- hA Im) - ‘: K,, + K,, for all h > 0. Furthermore, if 
K, = { y E K,, : y is nonincreasing on [0, o] } 
then (I- hAI,)-‘: K, + K1,. 
The last assertion in this lemma follows as in the proof of [7, Lemma 11. 
Set 
K; = { y E L’(0, a): y is nonincreasing and 0 < y < ui} for iErl 
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and 
K; = {y~L’(O,o):yisnondecreasingandO~y~a~} for iczr, 
and then define the closed convex subset s- of L’(0, u)~ by 
f~=((wi)~~L’(0,a)m:w,~0,w,~K,~andwi~K;fori=2 ,..., m-l}. 
Also set 
A={5=(5i)~IWrn: -a,~5,~a,, 5,=O, 
and 0 < ti ,< ai for i = 2, . . . . m - 1 } 
and for k = 2, . . . . m-l delineg,on A by 
Mr) = 
&(<l, f&c,, . ..Y Ll,O) if tlaO 
g/$4 52, ..., L-1, -t11 if <I CO, 
(3.12a) 
and recalling assumption (g6), define the continuous function 2, on n by 
Z,(5) = 
Sl(51, r2, ..-7 tin- 13 0) if rl>O 
-&%lP> 52, . . . . L-1, -51) if <I CO. 
(3.12b) 
Now set g,,,{ r} = 0 on A and define 
&T(5) = M5))1; for all t E A. (3.12~) 
It is easy to check that g is continuous and it also follows that 2 is 
accretive. Indeed, set 
c= (?i)yE fi Co, ai]: llUr=O 
i i= 1 I 
and define the mappings p and 4 on R” 
Note that FEZ and 8(4(r)) = 5 for all 5 l /i and that ME n and 
q(j(q)) = q for all q E Z . Note further that 
aa =p”M4(5))) for all < E A. 
[Consider the cases r1 > 0, r, < 0, l, = 0 and when 5, = 0 use (g7)]. Now 
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let h >0 and [‘, 5’ E A Then q(c’)cC so by the accretiveness of g [see 
W)l 
14~5’~-4~52~+~C~~~~t11~~-~~4~~2~~lI, 2 14(5’+x2h 
Since lQ(t’) - q(l’)l, = It’ - t21, whenever t’, t2 E A, we have that 
M(P) - 4K2) + NdaS’)) -g(m*))111~ 15’ - <*I 1’ 
Using (g7) and the monotonicity properties of g, and g, [see (gl) and 
(g2)], it follows that the left side of the preceding inequality is the same as 
IWW)-4(52)l+H-M(s1)-g(~(~2))lll. 
Since fi is linear, 6(4((j)) = 5’ and @(g(G(tj))) = d(<j) for j= 1,2, it follows 
that 
for all r’, t2 E A and k > 0. Thus, g is accretive on A. 
Finally, define the operator C on L’(0, u)~ by 
cw = (z.# for all w  = ( wi)y E D(C) where 
D(C)={w~J~:~~~D(A~,)andw~~D(A,)fori=2,...,m-l} (3.13) 
u,=~(w,)“---r(w), u,=O, and ui=cpi(wi)“-g,(w), i=2 ,..., m-l. 
From the dissipativeness of g on A and the dissipativeness of A,, and Ai, 
i = 2, . . . . m = 1, on L’(0, a), it is easy to see that C is dissipative. In order to 
connect C to the limit of the operators Bk as k + co, it is convenient to 
define the operators P and Q on L’(0, a)m by 
(4 
p(zi)T = twiK where w, =zi -z,, w,=o, and 
wi=zi for i= 2, . . . . m - 1, and 
(3.14) 
(b) Q(zi);t = (WiK where wi=max(z,,O}, w,= -min{z,,O), 
and wi=zi for i= 2, ,.., m - 1. 
It is easy to see that P is a linear projection (i.e., P* = P) and that 
IIPz--Yll,~ lb-Al,, IlQz-Qvll,~Ilz-AI 
for all z, yE L’(0, a)m. (3.15) 
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Observe further that if 
K- = { (zi)y E K- : zl(x) z,(x) = 0 for almost all x E [0, a]} 
then P is l-l on R- and P maps R- onto J-. Also, Q is l-l on J- and 
maps 3- onto R-. In addition, PQw = w  for all w  E T- and QPz = z for all 
ZEE. 
We can now establish the following approximation result: 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that the operators Bk, C, P, and Q and the sets I- 
and R- are as above. Then for each z E K- , 
w=Frnm (I-hBk)-‘z (3.16) 
exists, w E R_, and 
(I-hC)-‘Pz=Pw [= ,“% P(Z-hBk)-‘z]. (3.17) 
Proof: By Lemma 3.2 we know there is a sequence {k,} ;” is (0, cc) 
such that k, -+ cc as n + cc and 
Bw= lim (I-hBkn)-‘z 
n--rm 
exists (in fact, this limit is uniform on [0, 01). Since w,(x) ~0 on [A, a] 
and w,(x) E 0 on [0, A] by (3.9), it follows that w  E z- and if v = Pw then 
v,(x) = w,(x) > 0 on [0, A] and ui(x) = -w,(x) < 0 on [A, a]. Therefore 
(PI(WI) - cpm(wm) = (P,(WI) = 4vu1) on CO, Al 
cpl(wi)-cpm(wm)= -%?I(-v,)=4(v,) on CA aI 
and (3.8) implies that v1 - h[@(u,)” -gl(v)] = z1 -z,. Moreover, by (3.7) 
vi- h[qi(ui)” -g,(w)] = vi- h[qi(vi)” -g,(u)] = zi 
for i = 2, . . . . m - 1, and we see that u = Pw E D(C) and v - hCv = Pz. 
Therefore, since C dissipative implies I- hC is 1 - 1, we have that 
Pw=(Z-hC)-‘Pz. 
If (Wu, as any sequence such that L, + cc as n + co and 
ti=lim n _ m (I- hBRn)-’ z, then by the same arguments GE x- and 
PW= (I-hC)-’ Pz. 
Then Pw = PW and since P is l-l on K- we have w  = W. Therefore, the 
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relatively compact set { (I - hBk) - ’ z: k > O> has a unique limit point as 
k + cc and we conclude that (3.16) and (3.17) are valid. 
We can now state our main result of this section. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that C is defined by (3.13). Then C is dissipative, 
R(Z- hC) 2 3- = D(C) for each h E (0, 11, and hence 
WEJ_, t 2 0, (3.18) 
exists and U, is a Co semigroup of contractions on J-. Furthermore, if P 
and Q are as in (3.14) and Sk is the Co contraction semigroup on K- 
generated by Bk [see (3.2) and (3.3)] then 
U,(t) z = F+rnm PSk( t) Qz (3.19) 
for each z E J-, t > 0, and this limit is uniform for t in each bounded interval. 
Note first that if u E j_ and z = Qu, then z E R- and Pz = u. Thus, if w  is 
as in (3.16) then Pw ED(C) and (I- hC) Pw = Pz = u by (3.17). This shows 
that R(Z- hC)xL and since C is dissipative, (3.18) follows from (1.5) in 
Theorem 1. The results of Brezis and Pazy [2] cannot be applied directly 
to show that (3.17) implies (3.19). Instead, we use some of the ideas in [Z] 
to show (3.19) is true. First, however, we establish two preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that z E K_ and 0 <h < 1. Then 
wn = !irnm (I- hBk)-” z exists, WnEK 
(3.20) 
and Pw = (I- hC) -’ Pz for each n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Proof: We use induction on n. When n = 1 this is precisely Lemma 3.4, 
so assume that (3.20) holds for n =j - 1 where j 3 1. Since (I- hBk)-’ is 
nonexpansive, 
()(I-hBk)-‘z-(I-hBk)-’ wj-‘l), 
= II(Z-hBk)-‘(I-hBk)-j+’ z-(I-hB”)-’ w~-‘I(~ 
< II(Z-hBk)~‘+’ z-w~-~II, 
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by the induction hypothesis. Thus, by Lemma 3.4 (with z replaced by 
wi-l 13 
wj= Frn, (I-IzIP)- ’ wj-l =:irnW (I-MI”)-‘2 
exists, W’EK-, and Pwj= (I-hC)-’ Pw’-‘. Since pwj- 1= 
(I- hC)- j+’ Pz by the induction hypothesis, we have 
Pw’=(Z-hC)-‘(I-hC)-‘+‘Pz=(Z-hC)-’Pz 
and we see that (3.20) holds with n =j. By induction we now have that 
(3.20) holds and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that z E D(C). Then there is an N = N(z) > 0 and a 
sequence {zj}? in f- such that Qzj~ D(Bk) and (IBkQz’l(, d N(z) for all 
k>O,j=1,2 ,..., andIIQz’-Qzll,-,Oasi-,~. 
Proof: Since ZE D(C) there is a 1 E (0, u) such that zr(x) 20 for 
XE[O,A] and z,(x)<0 for x~[A,cr]. Hence if w=Qz then w,wm=O on 
[O, a]. For each positive integer j such that A f 2/j~ (0, G), define the map 
Vj: CO, aI+ CO, 11 by 
1 if O<x<1--2/j 
tfj(X)=~-SiIl(4j(X-f--A)) if A-2/j<x<l 
0 if I<x<cr 
and note that Irl;(x)l <jlr/4 and I$‘(x)l <j2n2/8 for x ~1, 1-2/j Set 
yj(x) = r,rj(x) cpl(zl(x)) for all x E [0, a] and take w{(x) E cp;‘( vi(x)) for 
XE [O, 01. Since w{(x)= z,(x) for x & [A- 2/j, A] we see that w( + zr in 
L’(0, 0) as j+ a. Furthermore, 
cpl(w:')"=~~cpl(z,)+2~~~1(Z1)'+tli(Z1)N 
and we see that 
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Since cp,(zl(A)) = 0, 
bl(Z,(X))l = /6 cpl(Zlb)) dxi $ WI) 
and it follows that 
I o Irpl(WO”l GNl(Zl) 
foralljal. 
0 
Similarly, taking 
0 if O<x<A 
,(x)=k+isin(f(x-1-i)) if i.<x<l++ 
1 
2 
if il+:<x<a 
J 
and defining WA(X) = (p, ‘(jj(x)) where vi(x) = fj(x) cp,(z,(x)), we obtain 
that WA-Z, in L’(O,a) as j+co and 
Since w{(x) =0 on [A, a] and w&(x) =0 on [0, A.], we have 
kw{(x) w;(x) = 0 for all x, h, and j. Therefore, if w{ = zi for i = 2, ,.., m - 1, 
it follows that 
Ww’ll I G NIbI) + ~?&m) + II S(w’Nl1 
and hence the estimate is independent of k and j. Setting zi = Pwj 
completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 6. For notational convenience set J: = (I- A@- ’ 
and Ji = (I- hC)- ’ for all A, k > 0. If w  E D(Bk) we have from the proof of 
the Crandall-Liggett theorem that 
IISk(t) w - (Jf,n)” zll 1 < 2tn-“2 IIB’WI 1, t > 0, n = 1, 2, . . . . (3.21) 
and 
IISk(t) w-s%) 4, G2 It--l IPkWIIl, t,s>O (3.22) 
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(see, e.g., Barbu [l, Eqs. (1.18) and (1.19), p. 1073). Now suppose that 
ZED(C) and i>O. If (z’};” is the sequence constructed in Lemma 3.6, then 
IISk( t) Qzj - (J”,,)” Qzjll , < 2tn - “* IIBkQz’JI , 
< 2tn -W(z) 
for all ja 1 by (3.21). Letting j + cc shows that 
I( Sk( t) Qz - (J:,J” Qzll 16 2tn - “*N(z), k>O, n=l,2 ).... (3.23) 
Similarly, using (3.22) 
W”(t) Qz-Sk(s) Qzll1<2 It-4 N(z), t, s > 0. 
Replacing Sk by U, and J’j by JA shows that 
II~,(t)z- (J+,)“411 <2tn-“* IIWl~ n = 1, 2, . ..) 
since z E D(C). Therefore, for each positive integer n, 
IWk(t) Qz - u,(t) 4116 IV’Sk(O Qz - P(J$,)” Qdl I 
+ IIOJ;nY QZ - (J,,n)” 41 I 
+ Il(J&n~- Uc(t)zll1 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
for all k > 0. Now let E > 0. Since P is nonexpansive we have from (3.23) 
and (3.25) that there is an n, = n(e) such that 
IWkW QZ - P(Jf,n,,)“” Qzll 1 G c/3 for all k > 0 
and 
II(Jt,,,,Y” z - u,(t) 4116 e/3 for all k > 0. 
Finally, by Lemma 3.5 with n =n, and z replaced by Qz (note 
z E D(C) c J- implies Qz E 8- ), there is a k, = k,(n,, E) > 0 such that 
IIP(J~,,,)“” QZ - (J,,n,Y“ P(Qz)ll1 G e/3 
for all k3 k,. Since PQz=z when zcJ_ we see by combining these 
estimates that 
IWk(t) QZ - u,(t) zll 1 GE for all k > ko. 
This shows (3.19) holds for each t 2 0 and z E D(C). However, (3.24) 
implies that PSk(t) Qz is equicontinuous in t, so (3.19) holds uniformly for 
t in bounded intervals and z E D(C), and since PSk(t) Q and U,(t) are 
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nonexpansive, we see that (3.19) holds uniformly for t in bounded intervals 
and z E D(C) = J-. This completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
According to the definition of the operator C, the trajectory 
ti(x, t) z [U,.(t) z](x) for 13 0, XE [0, a] where ZEJ_ is a generalized 
solution to the system 
d,iii=a,,cpi(iii)-gi(ii) 
O<x<a, t>o 
i = 2, . . . . m - 1 
(3.26) 
under the boundary conditions 
&(O, t)=a,, ~?,(a, t) = -a, 
Zii(O, t)=ai, iEf,, d,@i(iij(O, t))=O, it5& (3.27) 
iii(u, t) = 0, i E rl, Ci(u, t)=ai, iEf,. 
Setting uI=max{ii,,O}, u,=min{kl,O}, and oi=iii for i=2,...,m-1 
[i.e., u( ., t) = Qii( ., t)] then u( ., t) E K_ and since e(t) = p,(r) if r > 0 and 
4(r)= -q,( -r) if r ~0, we see in a formal manner from (3.26) that 
u = (vi)7 satisfies 
~tUl(X, t) = ~XX(P1(U,(XI t)) -g,(u(x, t)) for O<x<y(t) 
atui(x7 f)=axx(Pi(ui(X, t))-gi(“(x7 f)) for O<x<a, i=2 ,..., m-l, 
~A&, t) = ~xx~m(~m(x, t)) -g,(u(x, t)) for y(t) <x < 5 (3.28) 
where 
y(t)=sup{xE [O, 01: ii,(x, t)>O} 
= inf{x E [0, 01: 5,(x, t) GO}. (3.29) 
In particular, the condition that fi( ., t) be in D(C) would imply that 
x+ @(u,(x, t)) is C’, and hence at x=?(t) we would have 
Ul(X, t)=O for r(t) < x < fl, I&(x, t) = 0 for O,<xG<(t) 
and hen= ~,(o,(u,b(r) -, 1)) = -~,cp,(u,(r(~) + T f)). (3.30) 
Therefore, relative to the original components, the trajectories of UC are 
solutions to a moving boundary problem. These ideas are related to the 
proofs of Evans in [6]. 
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